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I. Statement of the Nature and Stage of Proceedings 

On December 29, 2014, Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC filed a Complaint against Defendant 

Facebook, Inc. (Complaint for Antitrust Violations (D.I. 1) (“Compl.”).)  

Social Ranger alleges, among other things, that Facebook illegally “tied” access to the 

Facebook social-game network (the tying product) with the game developers’ use of Facebook 

Credits as the sole virtual-currency service in their games (the tied product). (Compl. ¶¶ 169–

94.) Social Ranger alleges that Facebook’s conduct constituted illegal monopolization under 15 

U.S.C. § 2, attempted monopolization under 15 U.S.C. § 2, and illegal tying under 15 U.S.C. § 1. 

(Compl. ¶¶ 124–94.)  

The pretrial conference is set for May 26, 2017, and trial is set to begin on June 12, 2017. 

(Scheduling Order (D.I. 29) at 8–9.) 

On November 10, 2016, Facebook disclosed Adrian Crook as an expert witness and 

submitted his report. (Notice of Service of Expert Report of Adrian Crook and Dennis Carlton 

(D.I. 204).) 

II. Summary of Argument

1. The first line of Mr. Crook’s report states that he was asked “to offer an opinion

about whether digital game developers can and do choose among multiple platforms to distribute 

their games.” (Expert Report of Adrian Crook, dated November 9, 2016 (Ex. A1) (“Crook 

Report”).) Mr. Crook is a game tester and producer, and if that were the extent of Mr. Crook’s 

opinions, this motion would be unnecessary. However, what Mr. Crook plans to say to the jury 

1 “Ex. _” or “Exhibit _” refers to the exhibits attached to the accompanying Declaration of 
Derek Linke in Support of Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC’s Motion to Exclude Expert Testimony 
of Adrian Crook, filed herewith. 
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goes much further. There are several fundamental problems with his opinions, particularly in 

Section VII of his report. 

2. First, an expert witness must have experience to render an opinion. Crook opines 

about the strategic choices platform operators must make to balance the interests of their user 

and developer customers. But he has no basis for these opinions because he has no experience 

operating a platform or any similar business, and he did not interview anyone who has. The Court 

should exclude Crook’s opinions described in Crook Report ¶¶ 16, 49–53, 59–62 & § VII because 

he lacks sufficient experience to qualify him as an expert on those opinions. 

3. Second, expert witnesses are not permitted to testify about intent, motive, state of 

mind, or evidence from which state of mind may be inferred. Crook provides a factual narrative 

of Facebook’s decision-making, which is neither based on his expertise nor his personal 

knowledge. He opines about what platform operators “consider,” “recognize,” are “aware of,” 

what “concerns” them, and what they seek to address with policies and actions “designed” to 

accomplish a particular outcome. The Court should exclude Crook’s opinions described in Crook 

Report ¶¶ 16, 49–53, 59–62 & § VII about the motives and considerations of Facebook and other 

platform operators as impermissible state-of-mind testimony.  

4. Third, because Rule 702 permits expert testimony only on scientific, technical or 

specialized knowledge, an expert may not testify solely as to a factual narrative. Section VII(A) of 

Crook’s report is a narrative about Facebook’s experience “regulating spam” on its platform. 

Section VII(B)(3) is a narrative about Myspace’s experience “regulating advertising.” Crook has 

no experience managing any platform and has no personal knowledge of the events covered in 

those sections. The Court should exclude Crook’s opinions described in Crook Report, ¶¶ 16, 
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49–53, 59–62, § VII(A), and § VII(B)(3) because his opinion is neither expert testimony nor 

based on his personal knowledge. 

5. Fourth, under Rule 702, expert testimony must “fit” the case by helping the trier of 

fact. Opinion based on factual assumptions not present in the case does not help the trier of fact. 

Section VII(B)(2) of Crook’s report offers opinions about the “declining effectiveness of 

incentivized ads” on Facebook. But those opinions are based entirely on ads on other platforms, 

with no assessment of Facebook. Similarly, Crook testified that the opinions in Section VII of his 

report are about “platforms in general,” and not any particular platform, including 

Facebook.com. The Court should exclude Crook’s opinions in Section VII because they are 

based on factual assumptions not relevant to this this case, and will not help the trier of fact. 

6. Fifth, expert opinion based on unreliable underlying facts is inadmissible. Facts 

underlying an expert opinion are unreliable when the expert lacks critical information necessary 

for the opposing party to effectively cross-examine him, including the identity and qualifications 

of the individuals who prepared the data and any assumptions on which its contents were based. 

Crook’s report includes numerous opinions based on Table 1, which was provided to him by 

Facebook’s economist expert. At deposition, Crook was unable to provide information about who 

prepared the report, the methodology by which its contents were selected, or the process by 

which it was compiled. The Court should exclude Crook’s opinions about, or based on, Table 1 

because he lacks knowledge about its foundation. 

III. Factual Summary 

A. Mr. Crook has no experience as a platform operator, only as a developer and 
user. 

On October 13, 2016, Social Ranger submitted its expert reports from Justin Waldron and 
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Josh Grant. (D.I. 190.) They opined about various aspects of the social-game industry from the 

perspective of a developer, including the technical challenges in developing for various platforms, 

and the different business models of each. On November 10, 2016, Facebook submitted the 

expert report of Adrian Crook, and Social Ranger took his deposition on December 16, 2016. 

Mr. Crook is a “freemium mobile game design consultant” and the founder of Adrian 

Crook & Associates, a “game design and strategy consultancy.” (Id. Appx. 1 at A1-2.) Mr. Crook 

never worked or consulted for any platform (Deposition of Adrian Crook, dated December 16, 

2016 (Ex. B) (“Crook Dep. Tr.”), 296:15–297:9), including Facebook (id. at 15:8–11). He did not 

speak with any current or former Facebook employee. (Id. at 24:15–25:19.) Nor did he speak with 

any other third parties or anyone in the gaming industry. (Id. at 26:15–21.) He testified that his 

expertise with platform operators is based entirely on “working with them, in general, I know 

what they represent to me. I don’t pretend to know what they think, because I don’t work at a 

first-party platform owner.” (Id. at 214:1–15.) 

Mr. Crook testified that he has no experience developing games for the social-game 

networks identified by Grant and Waldron, such as Facebook’s former competitors Myspace, Hi-

5, and Bebo. (Id. at 84:3–13.) He has no experience developing games on many of the other 

platforms he discusses, including Tencent QQ (id. at 84:21–24), VKontakte (id. at 85:8–10), Line 

(id. at 85:11–14), mixi (id. at 85:17–19), RenRen (id. at 85:20–22). In forming his opinions, Crook 

did not supplement his limited experience by interviewing platform operators, developers, or 

anyone else in the gaming industry. (Id. at 26:15-21.) 

Mr. Crook testified that he had no specialized knowledge about platform operations. For 

example, he explained that because he “doesn’t work at Facebook” he can’t opine as to 
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Facebook’s incentives (id. at 206:24–207:6, 209:20–210:2), monetization strategies it 

recommends to developers (id. at 112:3–17), or the efficacy of the viral features Facebook offers 

to its game developers (id. at 97:22–100:7). More generally, Mr. Crook declined to opine on other 

platforms’ operations because “I don’t work at [another platform], so they probably know better 

than I do how they work.” (Id. at 286:1–20.) 

B. Mr. Crook offers opinions about the business of platform operators. 

Section VII of Mr. Crook’s report opines about how platforms “must make strategic 

choices about how to balance their two customers bases’ interests so as not to lose those users or 

developers to other platforms.” (Crook Report ¶ 111.) Crook offers a wide range of opinions 

relating to three types of strategic choices platforms must make: 

Strategic choices platforms make about regulating spam. Mr. Crook offers opinions 

about the choices that platform operators made in general to control “spam” associated with 

social distribution features. (Crook Report ¶¶ 112–115.) He discusses that Facebook implemented 

a series of changes regarding spam “designed to protect the user experience for both Facebook 

game players and non-players.” (Id. ¶ 115.) Crook conceded that this section of his report does 

not address “other platforms besides Facebook.” (Crook Dep. Tr. at 294:5–10, 295:15–23.)   

Strategic choices platforms make about regulating advertising. Mr. Crook next offers 

opinions about the “strategic choices” platforms must make about “how to regulate 

advertisements on the platform.” (Crook Report ¶ 111, § VII(B).) He opines, for example, that 

platform operators (1) had “rising concern over advertising scams” (id. at 62); (2) were 

“particularly concerned with the negative impact of [] fraudulent and misleading ads on the user 

experience” (id. ¶ 120); and (3) were “well-aware that widespread, poor user experience would 
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result in less traffic to their platforms and would threaten their continued viability” (id.). 

Mr. Crook states that Facebook tried to address these concerns by “working with a few 

trusted partners to maintain better control over the quality of offer ads.” (Id. ¶ 122.) He opines 

that Facebook’s former competitor MySpace failed to regulate advertisements on its platform, 

which “may have contributed to MySpace’s eventual decline.” (Id. ¶ 130.)  

Strategic choices platforms make about regulating user–developer transactions. Mr. 

Crook discusses the choices platforms make about payment-processing services. (Id. § VII(C).) 

Specifically, he claims that as platforms “increasingly focused on facilitating in-app purchases, 

they encountered various problems and opportunities to enhance both user experience and 

developer revenue.” (Id. ¶ 135.) 

He provides numerous opinions about the strategic choices faced by platforms in terms of 

protecting against fraud, enhancing the user experience, and increasing a revenue share to 

developers. (Id. § VII(C).) For example, he opines that platforms “recognized the benefits” of 

platform-integrated payment systems (id. ¶¶ 136, 138, 140), “became increasingly concerned 

about fraud associated with third-party payment processing services” (id. ¶ 137), and “sought to 

replicate” the advantages they saw in integrated payment services (id. ¶¶ 138, 141). 

C. Mr. Crook opines about the declining effectiveness of incentivized ads on 
platforms other than Facebook.com. 

Section VII(B)(2) of Mr. Crook’s report discusses the “declining effectiveness of certain 

types of incentivized ads.” (Id. at 66–67.) None of the evidence cited in this section relates to 

incentivized ads on Facebook.com. (Crook Dep. Tr. at 301:15–18, 302:7–303:14, 303:18–309:14, 

310:19–312:1, 312:17–315:13.) Mr. Crook relied on public articles about advertising on platforms 

other than Facebook. (Crook Report ¶¶ 124–129.) He also relies on his experience. (Crook Dep. 
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Tr. at 311:10–312:1.) But Crook could not identify a single developer or user who had expressed 

concerns about the perceived quality of incentivized ads on Facebook. (Id. at 202:19–205:5.) 

D. Crook relies on Table 1, but has no understanding as to the methodology by 
which it was prepared or the source of the data on which it is based. 

Table 1 in the Crook Report identifies the top 20 gaming applications on Facebook from 

June 2015 to May 2016. (Id. at 143:14–17; Crook Report at 15.) Based entirely on Table 1, Mr. 

Crook claims, for example, that “18 of today’s top 20 Facebook games that are available on 

multiple platforms…allow players to similarly move across platforms while continuing their same 

game.” (Crook Report ¶ 94.)  

The contents and time period of Table 1 were specified by Facebook’s economist expert, 

Dr. Dennis Carlton. (Crook Dep. Tr. at 143:14–147:4.) Mr. Crook does not know why the 

information was limited to 2015-2016. (Id. at 144:9–147:15.) He has no opinion as to whether it 

would have been helpful in forming his opinions to analyze the top 20 gaming applications on 

Facebook for periods before June 2015. (Id. at 145:22–146:4.) He does not know how it was 

prepared. (Id. at 143:15–146:4.) At deposition, Crook was unable to provide any information 

about what he and Dr. Carlton discussed regarding Table 1. (Id. at 44:2–15, 53:3–17.)  

IV. Argument 

When faced with expert testimony, the district court acts “as a gatekeeper to ensure that 

the expert’s opinion is based on the methods and procedures of science rather than on subjective 

belief or unsupported speculation.” ZF Meritor, LLC v. Eaton Corp., 696 F.3d 254, 290 (3d Cir. 

2012) (internal quotations omitted). The party offering expert testimony bears the burden of 

demonstrating compliance with Federal Rule of Evidence 702, which “embodies a trilogy of 

restrictions on expert testimony: qualification, reliability and fit.” Schneider ex rel. Estate of 
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Schneider v. Fried, 320 F.3d 396, 404 (3d Cir. 2003).  

The Third Circuit has “made clear” that “the reliability analysis required by Daubert 

applies to all aspects of an expert's testimony: the methodology, the facts underlying the expert's 

opinion, and the link between the facts and the conclusion.” ZF Meritor, 696 F.3d at 291 (internal 

quotations omitted). “Thus, the requirement of reliability, or ‘good grounds,’ extends to each 

step in an expert’s analysis all the way through the step that connects the work of the expert to 

the particular case.” In re Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litig., 35 F.3d 717, 743 (3d Cir. 1994). 

A. Mr. Crook is unqualified to testify about platform operators’ strategic 
decisions because he has no experience or specialized knowledge in 
platform operations. 

Expert qualification “refers to the requirement that the witness possess specialized 

expertise.” Schneider, 320 F.3d at 404. An expert’s qualifications are determined with respect to 

each matter addressed in the proposed testimony. Calhoun v. Yamaha Motor Corp., U.S.A., 350 

F.3d 316, 322 (3d Cir. 2003). “While the background, education, and training may provide an 

expert with general knowledge to testify about general matters, more specific knowledge is 

required to support more specific opinions.” Id. 

Mr. Crook has no basis to offer testimony about operating a platform, or the incentives, 

motivations, or concerns faced by platform operators. See Aloe Coal Co. v. Clark Equipment Co., 

816 F.2d 110, 114 (3d Cir. 1987) (finding abuse of discretion where the district court allowed a 

tractor sales representative to testify as an expert regarding the cause of a tractor fire); Betterbox 

Commc’ns Ltd. v. BB Techs., Inc., 300 F.3d 325, 335 (3d Cir. 2002) (holding that proposed expert 

with experience both in the catalog-marketing industry and in operating a business selling 

computers and components lacks sufficient expertise in assessing the likelihood of consumer 
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confusion in the purchase of similarly named computer products). 

While a Facebook employee could speak factually about the decisions that Facebook made, 

the Court should not allow Crook to testify about these business issues because he has no 

relevant expertise. As Mr. Crook candidly testified, he has no specialized knowledge about 

platform operations. For example, he: 

• doesn’t know what monetization strategies Facebook recommends to developers 

because he “doesn’t work at Facebook.” (Crook Dep. Tr. at 112:3–17); 

• would need to speculate about Facebook’s incentives because “I don’t work at 

Facebook. So, I wouldn’t know that information.” (id. at 206:24–207:6);2 

• conceded that payment-processing infrastructures used by platforms are “not my 

specialty” and that he did not research them for his work in this case (id. at 196:24–

197:23);  

• admitted that he has never integrated payment-processing or offer-wall solutions into 

games, whether on Facebook or otherwise, nor has he had to evaluate these different 

monetization methods for integration in a game (id. at 188:7–190:7); 

• recognized that he had no experience with third-party payment services available on 

Facebook before July 2011 (id. at 194:17–195:1); 

• admitted that “I don’t think I’m qualified to evaluate Facebook’s position [about 

monetizing Platform]. I didn’t work at Facebook….” (id. at 209:20–210:2); 

• has no special experience relating to Facebook’s management of the viral features on 

its platform and conceded that he doesn’t “feel qualified” to offer an opinion about 
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their efficacy “given that I don’t own the platforms.” (id. at 97:22–100:7); 

• has no opinion on other platforms’ operations because “I don’t work at [another 

platform], so they probably know better than I do how they work.” (id. at 286:1–20); 

and 

• conceded that secured transactional infrastructures used by platforms are “not my 

specialty” and that he did not research them for his work in this case (id. at 196:24–

197:23). 

Mr. Crook said it best: “I don’t pretend to know what [platform operators] think, because I 

don’t work at a first-party platform owner.” (Id. at 214:10–15.) Despite no specialized knowledge 

or background, Mr. Crook plans to testify about the business decisions of Facebook and other 

platform operators, what factors led to those decisions, and what happened to platforms that 

made the wrong decisions. The Court should exclude Mr. Crook’s opinions about the “common 

strategic challenges platforms face” in Section VII, and related paragraphs 16, 49–53, and 59–62 

of his report because Mr. Crook is not qualified to offer this testimony. 

B. Mr. Crook’s opinions about platform operators’ state of mind should be 
excluded because experts may not testify about state of mind or motive. 

Expert witnesses are not permitted to testify about “intent, motive, or state of mind, or 

evidence by which such state of mind may be inferred.” Oxford Gene Tech., Ltd. v. Mergen Ltd., 

345 F. Supp. 2d 431, 443 (D. Del. 2004). In Oxford, an expert was excluded based on instances in 

the expert’s report which could be interpreted as referring to or inferring a patent defendant’s 

state of mind. The court excluded references to the defendant “recognizing” that its business 

activities might infringe the patent, that the defendant may “feel” that a license is necessary, that 

the defendant may have been “concerned,” and that the defendant had “concluded” whether it 
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infringed or not. Id. at 443 n.9; see also AstraZeneca LP v. TAP Pharm. Prods., Inc., 444 F. Supp. 2d 

278, 293–94 (D. Del. 2006) (expert not permitted to present evidence by which such state of 

mind may be inferred); In re Rezulin Prods. Liab. Litig., 309 F. Supp. 2d 531, 547 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) 

(holding that “[i]nferences about the intent or motive of parties or others lie outside the bounds 

of expert testimony.”). 

Similarly, in In re Rosuvastatin Calcium Patent Litig., No. CIV. 07-359-JJF-LPS, 2009 WL 

4800702, at *8 (D. Del. Dec. 11, 2009), report and recommendation adopted, No. CIV.A 07-805-

JJF, 2010 WL 661599 (D. Del. Feb. 19, 2010), the court excluded expert testimony about 

circumstantial evidence relating to a party’s intent. And in AstraZeneca, 2012 WL 6043266 at *2, 

the court excluded a chemist’s testimony about what the inventors of a patent “knew” and 

“considered” regarding the disclosure of zinc in the prior art.  

Section VII of the Crook Report discusses at length Mr. Crook’s opinions about what 

platform operators “consider,” “recognize,” were concerned with, or were motivated by. For 

example, he opines that platforms: 

• “recognized at an early stage the benefits to both users and developers of having a 

platform-operated integrated payment processing system.” (Crook Report ¶ 136); 

• “became increasingly concerned about fraud associated with third-party payment 

processing services.” (id. ¶ 137); 

• “recognized the benefits to both users and developers that arose from streamlined 

payment processing mechanisms” and “recognized a significant advantage that 

mobile and tablet devices had over their PC- based competitors….” (id. ¶ 138; see also 

id. ¶ 140); and 
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• designed “revenue sharing arrangements. . . to compensate platforms both for 

providing the integrated payment services and for providing platform services more 

generally.” (id. ¶ 141). 

 

Despite this testimony, Mr. Crook conceded that he has no basis for opining about 

Facebook’s incentives, stating: “I can’t speculate, because I don’t work at Facebook. So, I 

wouldn’t know that information.” (Crook Dep. at 206:24–207:6; see also 209:20–210:2 (“I don’t 

think I’m qualified to evaluate Facebook’s position in that regard. I didn’t work at 

Facebook….”).)  

Facebook can discuss its motivations through fact witnesses on that topic. But expert 

testimony from Mr. Crook on these topics is improper. The Court should exclude testimony 

from Crook about the state of mind of Facebook and other platform operators. 

C. Mr. Crook’s testimony about Facebook’s regulation of spam and MySpace’s 
regulation of advertisements should be excluded because it is not based on 
specialized knowledge or experience, only public articles.  

In requiring that expert testimony be directed to “scientific, technical or specialized” 

knowledge, Rule 702 ensures that expert witnesses will not testify about “lay matters which a 

jury is capable of understanding and deciding without the expert’s help.” In re Rezulin Prod. Liab. 

Litig., 309 F. Supp. 2d 531, 541 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (citing Andrews v. Metro North Commuter 

Railroad Co., 882 F.2d 705, 708 (2d Cir. 1989)). An expert cannot testify “solely for the purpose 

of constructing a factual narrative based on record evidence.” Krys v. Aaron, 112 F. Supp. 3d 181, 

206 (D.N.J. 2015) (internal quotations and citations omitted). Moreover, concerns about an 

expert’s lack of personal knowledge and the boundaries of his expertise are heightened when the 
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expert is testifying on a non-scientific matter. See Betterbox Commc’ns Ltd. v. BB Techs., Inc., 300 

F.3d 325, 329 (3d Cir. 2002) (citing Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 149–50 (1999)). 

Mr. Crook offers testimony about Facebook’s regulation of spam and MySpace’s 

regulation of advertisements. (Crook Report ¶¶ 112–115, 130.) His testimony is no opinion—but 

rather a factual narrative with citations to articles, deposition, and documents. Mr. Crook has no 

experience relating to any of these topics, and he is not a percipient witness.  

Mr. Crook’s report contains a lengthy narrative about how Facebook regulated spam. (Id. 

¶¶ 112–115 (Section VII(A), “Regulating Spam”).) This section of his report is supported by 

restating Facebook’s factual narrative—like a lawyer would do in a closing argument. (Crook 

Dep. Tr. at 294:5–10, 295:15–23.) He lacks personal knowledge of the events he is describing and 

lacks any expertise in working with platforms to resolve these issues. Mr. Crook does not claim 

any special experience relating to Facebook’s management of the viral features on its platform 

and conceded that he doesn’t “feel qualified” to offer an opinion about their efficacy “given that 

I don’t own the platforms.” (Id. at 97:22–100:7.)  

Similarly, Mr. Crook devotes an entire section of his report discussing MySpace’s 

experience in regulating advertising. (See Crook Report ¶¶ 130–134 & nn. 220–27.) But he has no 

experience with Myspace’s platform operations or as a developer on Myspace’s platform. (Crook 

Dep. Tr. at 84:3–6.) Mr. Crook did not investigate Myspace or speak with anyone at Myspace in 

preparing his report. Rather, this section of his report is based entirely on publicly available 

online articles with no apparent relation to the record in this case. (See Crook Report ¶¶ 130–134 

& nn. 220–27.)  

In short, Mr. Crook does not offer scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge about how 
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Facebook regulated spam or about MySpace’s experience regulating advertising. These portions 

of Mr. Crook’s report could not help a jury to understand the evidence or determine factual 

issues at trial. Instead, it is “a narrative of the case which a lay juror is equally capable of 

constructing.” Taylor v. Evans, No. 94 CIV. 8425 (CSH), 1997 WL 154010, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 

1, 1997); see also Highland Capital Mgmt., L.P. v. Schneider, 551 F. Supp. 2d 173, 180–81 (S.D.N.Y. 

2008) (excluding expert’s narrative of events when expert had no personal knowledge of the 

facts); In re Rezulin Prods. Liab. Lit., 309 F. Supp. 2d at 541 (same).  

Permitting Mr. Crook to offer a narrative on these issues without any connection to his 

expertise or factual knowledge would do nothing more than supplement Facebook’s counsel’s 

role “in making argument at trial, and the role of the jury in interpreting the evidence.” In re 

Rezulin Prod. Liab. Litig., 309 F. Supp. at 541. This testimony would confuse the jury into 

thinking that his “expert” retelling of Facebook’s “efforts to regulate spam” and Myspace’s 

experience regulating advertising is the correct version of the facts. The Court should require 

Facebook to present those facts through fact witnesses. 

D. Mr. Crook’s opinions about “incentivized ads” should be excluded because 
his testimony does not apply to the facts of this case—about offers on 
Facebook.com—but rather about offers on mobile devices. 

An expert’s testimony must assist the fact-finder, by providing it with relevant information 

necessary to reach a reasoned decision of the case. Paoli, 35 F.3d at 742–43; Calhoun, 350 F.3d at 

321. Even when an expert is qualified and relies on sound methodology, he must still “apply this 

expertise to the matter at hand.” Calhoun, 350 F.3d at 324. An expert who renders an opinion 

based on factual assumptions not present in the case “cannot be said to ‘assist the trier of fact,’ 

as Rule 702 requires.” Elcock v. Kmart Corp., 233 F.3d 734, 756 n.13 (3d Cir. 2000). “This type of 
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an opinion misleads the fact-finder and arguably does not comply with the ‘fit’ requirement.” Id. 

Calhoun involved a death due to a jet-ski accident. Calhoun, 350 F.3d at 318–19. An expert 

with experience in naval architecture and marine engineering was prepared “to testify that the 

accelerating mechanism was unsafe because it resembled a bicycle brake and that Yamaha's 

warnings were inadequate.” Id. at 323–24. Affirming the district court’s exclusion of the expert, 

the Third Circuit observed that the expert “had never operated a jet ski and, by the time of trial, 

had only managed to ride a different model.” Id. at 324.  

This dispute involves the Facebook Platform, and not advertising in general. His opinions 

about the effectiveness of certain advertising outside of Facebook are not directed to “the matter 

at hand.” Id.; see also Elcock, 233 F.3d at 756 (it is an abuse of discretion to admit expert testimony 

based on assumptions lacking any factual foundation in the record). In other words, Mr. Crook’s 

testimony does not “fit” the case and should be excluded. 

E. Mr. Crook’s opinions based on Table 1 are unreliable and should be 
excluded because he does not know how Table 1 was created and did not 
consider other sources of information. 

Otherwise qualified and reliable expert testimony is inadmissible if it is based on unreliable 

underlying data. ZF Meritor, 696 F.3d at 291–94; see also Paoli, 35 F.3d at 748, n.18 (“Arguably, 

[third-party estimates] that an expert relies on are not his underlying data, but rather the data that 

went into the [third-party estimates] in the first place are his underlying data.”). Mr. Crook 

should not be permitted to testify about Table 1 or any opinions based on it because has no 

knowledge about it. 

In ZF Meritor, 696 F.3d 254, the Third Circuit affirmed the district court’s exclusion of 

expert testimony because the data underlying his opinion was not sufficiently reliable. In that 
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case, a qualified damages expert applied reliable methodology but his opinion was based on an 

unreliable business forecast. Although the expert was “generally aware of the circumstances 

under which the [forecast] was created and the purposes for which it was used” he was “unaware 

of the qualifications of the individuals who prepared the document” and the assumptions on 

which its contents were based. Id. at 292–93. The Third Circuit affirmed the district court, 

holding that the expert “lacked critical information that would be necessary for [the opposing 

party] to effectively cross-examine him.” Id. at 293. The expert knew that experienced 

professionals presented the forecast to the board, but he did not know who initially calculated the 

figures, the methodology used to create the forecast or the assumptions on which the forecast’s 

estimates were based. Id. 

Those facts are mirrored by Mr. Crook’s meager understanding about the contents of 

Table 1. Mr. Crook knows that an economist, Dr. Carlton, presented Table 1 to him. But that’s 

the extent of his knowledge. He had no information as to who created it, the methodology used to 

select the time period, where the creator obtained the data, or how the creator compiled that 

data. (Crook Dep. Tr. at 143:15–146:4.) His lack of information prevented Social Ranger from 

effectively cross-examining Mr. Crook about the contents Table 1 and how it factored into his 

opinions. Mr. Crook’s opinions that rely on this Table are thus unreliable and should be 

excluded.  

V. Conclusion 

Adrian Crook is a game developer. He has no experience with platform operations. His 

testimony about the business decisions facing platform operators should be excluded, as should 

his speculation about their state of mind. Finally, Mr. Crook should not be permitted to testify 

about facts that are not based on either his expertise, his personal knowledge, or qualified 
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investigation—namely the spam and advertising policies of platform operators, payment-

processing services, incentivized advertising, the effectiveness of certain advertising outside of 

Facebook, and the information in Table 1. Paragraphs 16, 49–53, 59–62, Section VII, and Table 1 

(and any related opinions) of the Crook Report should all be stricken. 
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